COMPETITION AKC OBEDIENCE CLASSES WITH LORIE JOLLY at ORKC
Lorie Jolly is now offering classes for people who want to bring their obedience
performance to a higher level. Learn how to put together the elements
necessary for a really stellar performance in the ring using motivational
techniques that bring out the best in you and your dog.
For more information about Lorie and her dogs, please visit her website,
www.RosehillRetrievers.com. To register for classes, email Lorie at
gunworksL@blomand.net
Competition Novice/Open
This class will cover all the skills necessary to execute each exercise in Novice
and Open, along with teaching your dog how to “do his job” in a trial environment.
In addition to mastering the exercises, emphasis will be on helping you and your
dog become a team and providing a foundation for more advanced AKC titles.
Required equipment: dumbbell, 4’ leash, 6’ leash, long line, high value treats
your dog can eat quickly and easily visible treats like string cheese, tug or other
motivational toy your dog likes (no balls that are not attached to a handle), bowl
or small platform your dog can stand on with both front feet (small rubber feed
bowl or oil pan, styrofoam square)
3:00 p.m., Mondays, April 3 to May 8*
$160 ORKC Members, $170 Non Members, payable at first class
Min 4/Max 6 students
Competition Utility and Problem Solving
This class will cover the skills necessary to execute the exercises required to
achieve an AKC Utility title. Dog must have at least a CD to participate. It will
also address any problems that you may have with those exercises.
Required equipment: full set of articles, 4’ leash, 6’ leash, long line, 3 utility
gloves, high value treats, visible treats like string cheese, tug or other
motivational toy your dog likes (no balls that are not attached to a handle)
4:30 p.m., Mondays, April 3 to May 8*
$160 ORKC Members, $170 Non Members, payable at first class
Min 4/Max 6 students
*If any class needs to be rescheduled you will be notified in advance with a make
up date.
PRIVATE LESSONS can be arranged on an individual basis at $60 per hour.

